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The paramount moral challenge of our time is  
the horrific violence and mass killing of girls, worldwide.  

The impact is the greatest gender imbalance  
of our planet, fueling violence, war and terrorism.   

 
 

As Founder of 4Girls GLocal Leadership (4GGL) Jin In is targeting the root cause of this great challenge – 
a deep-seated mindset that sees girls as worthless human trash. 4GGL is a social change movement to 
transform this mindset into a new paradigm that realizes the power of girls. 4GGL takes action to show and 
scale girl power. 
 
Jin knows the power of the mind. Diagnosed with a brain tumor that is depleting her energy, she is focused 
on transforming the mind and empowerment to heal our world’s girls and herself. Over a lifetime, she has 
championed more than 10 million girls, working with both Democratic and Republican Administrations, UN 
Agencies, and over 1000 grassroots organizations. Now, her mission is to ignite the next generation of 
empowered women chanagemakers – our most powerful force for change.   
 
Jin speaks, lectures, and trains globally at MIT, Columbia and Georgetown Universities, global platforms, 
and 1-to-1 interviews. She shows girl power as a powerful US foreign policy strategy in global development, 
countering violent extremism, and building sustainable peace and security.  
 
Read more in Jin’s Huffington Post Blog: It’s 2017, the TIME to Empower World’s Girls.   
 
As the author of the first-ever women’s empowerment reports, Jin’s expertise and groundbreaking data is in 
women’s empowerment of the Millennials. Her vision is to collect what young women want in every country. 
 

• Voice & Choice: What Young Women Want (global data from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe)  

• What Syrian Young Women Want (Syrian Millennials, refugees and immigrants in nearly 20 countries).  
 
With Google, a filmmaker, and Grammy winner, Jin is co-creating a humanitarian video blog (vlog) and 
YouTube channel. It will vlog the empowerment journeys in real-time of bold millennial women 
peacemakers in Syria, Iraq, Israel/Palestine, North Korea, and the USA. Using the power of social media 
and one billion YouTube viewers, she plans to amplify the reach of these future Nobel Peace Laureates 
and to transform the mindset of “others,” turning fear into a global sisterhood.    
 
Jin’s mission is rooted in Herstory. Born into one of the wealthiest families in South Korea, her wealth and 
worth changed the moment her father died. South Korea at the time was one of the world’s poorest 
countries, and had no laws or rights for girls. Fatherless baby girls were aborted, sold or neglected to die. 
 
 
  

 

http://4ggl.org/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jin-in/its-2017-the-time-to-empo_b_13931516.html
http://4ggl.org/about/research-2/
http://4ggl.org/what-syrian-young-women-want/
http://4ggl.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Jin-In_Herstory.pdf


Jin and her birth country rewrote their destinies. Today, South Korea is one of the largest world economies, 
leapfrogging North Korea which once had a higher GDP. Jin’s mother boldly emigrated to America, where 
Jin met a mentor who trained her to be an “actionist.” Through community service and social justice action 
for girls and women, she learned that she – an 8-year-old immigrant from a poor country, raised by a widow 
– can indeed change the world.   
 
Jin has dedicated a lifetime to service. She served her nation’s girls at the US Secretary of Health and 
Human Services Office on Women’s Health. She served 2.3 million girls in the USA, and 10 million girls in 
145 countries of the World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts, spearheading the new Global Action 
at Girl Scouts USA. She co-chaired girls’ health at the first-and-only UN Commission on the Status of 
Women focused solely on girls.   
 
With a new vision for all girls and young women – 1 billion on the planet – Jin started 4GGL. Initially, Jin 
trained local organizations serving over 500,000 girls, the most in South Asia. Today, 4GGL is a 501c3 
unique collaboration of volunteer actionists who work for girls, social change, impact, and a better world.  
 
Jin has studied medicine, girls’ and women’s health, and global affairs from Trinity University, UC Berkeley, 
NYU and abroad. She is honored for exceptional service to the global community as the youngest recipient 
of the Spirit of Trinity University Alumni Award. She is featured in the film ONE and the book Around the 
World in 50 Voices as a global thought leader and changemaker. 
 
 
For speaking and media inquiries, please contact: Info@4GGL.org 
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